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 Case Study: E-Commerce shop with ERP/CRM Integration 

Client The Client is one of the oldest and most famous wine merchants in 

Switzerland with a history of more than 300 years. The company decided in 

2012 to enter into the Chinese market and to develop the B2B and B2C wine 

business. The B2C strategy included the opening of own operated retail 

stores and an ecommerce online shop. 

 

Case The Client decided to operate a central database to manage all products, 

customers and orders from different channels with B2B, B2C, retail and 

online. The online shop had to connect to this central system and exchange 

products, customers and order related information. Stock availability, 

orders, user verification and many other information had to be transferred in 

real-time from the online shop to the central system and back again.  

 

Solution Vauman created together with the Clients marketing team and an external 

ERP/CRM provider an integrated online shop concept. Vauman build the 

concept, design the shop user interfaces and developed a multi-language 

eCommerce shop solution. The online shop supported two major local 

payment gateways with Alipay and Tenpay. The shop was integrated to a 

third-party ERP and CRM solution. Vauman worked close with the ERP and 

CRM provider and created together APIs (Application Programming 

Interfaces) to allow data transfer between the online shop and the ERP/CRM 

system. Vauman and the ERP/CRM provider had to analyze and indicate all 

important processes, sketch out the information architecture and workflow 

and provide a full documentation to enable each developer team to develop 

their API. Both developer teams made multiple test before the shop could be 

transferred and launched on the Clients domain and server. 

 

Result This project was successful finished within 6 month timeframe and the client 

could launch their online shop shortly after the first flagship store was 

opened in Shanghai.  
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